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1. ”Russia – Fair”, Russian folk song, vocal and choreographic composition, choreographer 
Nicolay Kubar

2. ”Oh, you, wide steppe”, Russian folk song.

3. ”Nettle”, folk words and music, direction by Nicolay Kubar

4. ”Skomorokhi”(wandering minstrels-cum-clowns), dance, music by Gelsyat Shaydulova, 
choreographer Nicolay Kubar.

5. ”So ends another day”, Russian folk song

6. ”Don’t raise dust, road”, music and words by Vladimir Oparin, direction by Nicolay Kubar.

7. ”Oh, dawn, slow down”, vocal and choreographic composition, music by Grigory 
Ponomarenko, words by Pavel Karpenko, choreographer Nicolay Kubar.

8. ”Not for me will spring come”-cossack song, music by Nicolay Devitte, words by Alexander 
Molchanov.

9. ”When we were at war”, music by Vladimir Stolyarov, words by David Samoylov.

10. ”Plastuni”(elite, special force cossack units), vocal and choreographic composition, folk music
setting by Vasiliy Volchenko, folk words.

11. ”Snow was falling down under the buckskin horse feet”, folk song.

12. ”Kazachka volnaya”(independent cossack girl), music and words by Alexander Sizov, 
direction by Nicolay Kubar

13. “Kuban cossacks with pikes dance”

14. ”Lyubo, Bratsi, Lyubo”(Great, brothers, it is great), folk cossack song.

15. ”Cossack Squadron”, music and words by Andrey Nickolsky, direction by Nicolay Kubar

16. ”Trava Moya, Travushka” (My grass, soft grass), cossack lezginka (dances of Caucasian 
origin), folk music and words, choreographer Nicolay Kubar.

17. ”Greek Suite”, dance, folk music, choreographer Nicolay Kubar.

18. ”Marichka” (Oh, mischief…), comic cossack song, direction by Nicolay Kubar.

19. ”Vo Tamani pir goroy” (A really lavish feast in Taman), Kuban folk song

20. “Cossak Plyas”, dance, folk music, choreographer Nicolay Kubar

21. ”Ola Kala”, music and words by Stavros Kougioumtzis.

22. ”Kalinka”, music and words by Ivan Larionov

23. ”Cossacks we are”, vocal and choreographic composition, music and words by Yuriy 
Goryainov, choreographer Nicolay Kubar.


